In the booming era of online social media environment, community question answering (CQA) sites have become one of the popular resources for software engineers and software industries. Software engineers are increasingly sharing their questions and answers on CQA sites. Aims of the CQA sites are to provide useful and relevant information to the users. Analysis information of major programming languages using trend analysis can be useful for software engineers to understand the technological evolutions and popularity. Since most of the CQA sites consist of user assigned tags by which folksonomy can be efficiently utilized for developing suitable algorithm to find the trend of key programming technologies. In this paper, two techniques of trend analysis, namely, ARIMA time series model and fuzzy time series model have been applied on the tagging data to identify the trend. Trend analysis is being carried on key programming languages, namely, c#, Java, PHP, and python. In this paper, quality of the trend is measured by entropy, Z Trend , and quality of forecast is measured by MMRE, burst trend for key programming languages.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fast development of the Internet has changed the way individual's communication. Users are progressively participating on the distributed platform for information, advice, and expertise. Internet services like discussion forums and community question answering (CQA) sites are used on large scale by people for exchanging knowledge and learning from different communities. Among all internet services, CQA has recently gained big popularity. CQA can be identified as community services which allow users to post questions and provide the answers. CQA sites provide three benefits, first, the answers given by the answerer or developer with actual knowledge or experience to resolve the doubts for the questioner. Second, CQA sites present a centralized environment where users can provide multiple answers from different point of view and also allow the questioners to interact with the answerers for further improvement and interaction. Third, CQA provides a platform for people to show their expertise and recognition globally. Currently, CQA websites specifically in the programming context are gaining popularity among programmers and software developers [1] . This is because today's software engineering field is closely associated with various languages, platforms, tools. It is very difficult for software engineers to keep pace with the speedy change of languages, technologies, platforms, and tools. This impact of rapid change compels software engineers to visit CQA sites frequently to get help from their peers [2] - [5] .
The rapid growth of participation in computer programmers in CQA sites has made it necessary to analyse programmers' interest in better way for key programming language and behaviour [1] . Such visits trigger a large number of hits every day on CQA sites. CQA sites keep all the questions and its answers as a reference for the users and it is a great source of repositories of knowledge software engineering. Analysis of these repositories can provide insight into various topics, interesting patterns and solution to engineers' queries such as selection of suitable programming framework for developing a particular application. Knowledge discovery and tracking of huge growth of data in CQA sites is a major problem. Recently, researchers have started analyse the engineers' interest and the trend of the key programming languages [1] .
The primary objective of the work is ''How do developers or software engineer's interest change over time for key programming languages?'', Motivation behind this objective is to find the trends of key programming languages from knowledge sharing platforms so that major interest of engineers can be pinpointed. By analysing the trend, product developers and software companies will be able to assess the relative popularity of languages. This is also helpful in identifying market, research opportunities and trends. For example, if interest in C# Framework is rising and interest in Python is dropping, then companies, book publishers, and researchers might want to draw their attention to C# problems and its challenges. The trend analysis is also helpful in recording reason about the rise or fall of certain topics.
Another aim of the work is to perform comparative analysis on ''Which trend analysis model is better in finding the trends of key programming languages in environment of CQA sites?'' the motivation behind this aim is to compare the trend and forecasting capabilities of ARIMA time series model and fuzzy time series model in CQA sites environment. For instance, comparison of the popularity of programming language Python is made using ARIMA model and fuzzy time series model. This would give a more focused comparison about the impact of a particular technology using different trend analysis model.
Questions asked by software engineers consist of title, body and tags in CQA sites [7] . Users make their own classification by annotating tags to the questions. Given an extensive number of users and questions on CQA environment, folksonomy can be efficiently utilized for knowledge discovery task. A folksonomy is represented as F = {U, P, T, Y}, where U is the set of users, P is set of posts and T is set of tags and Y = {U×T×P} is a tuple that creates triplet relation. A post can either be a question or an answer. Folksonomy has been created by considering the attributes of the CQA sites and adopting the user annotated tags to find the trend of key programming languages in CQA environment. CQA sites can be presented in the form of folksonomy, where the relations are established between users, tags and posts [8] - [13] .
Trend analysis is a process of comparing data over time to identify consistency and accuracy of results or trend of the data. Trend analysis is being carried on tags of CQA sites using time series analysis. StackOverflow and StackExchange are popular programming CQA sites. They are used to perform all the experiments of the proposed work.
Trend analysis process consists of four major components or movement analysis in characterizing time series data. First component is the trend or long term movement that indicates the direction in which a time series graph is moving over a long interval of time. Second is the cyclic movement that is the long term oscillation about a trend curve. These cyclic movements may or may not follow exactly similar patterns after equal intervals of time, but the movement is predictable to some extent. Third is the seasonal movement that is the identical or nearly identical seasonal fluctuation pattern that a time series appears to follow during corresponding instance of successive time periods. Fourth component is the irregular or random movement, which can be obtained after removing trend and seasonal movement from the time series.
But regression analysis cannot capture all the four components of trend analysis [14] . Regression analysis is a common statistical tool in time series modelling in research.
ARIMA model and fuzzy time series model are used to find the trends of key programming languages or interest patterns of software engineers. ARIMA model and fuzzy time series model is very famous model for trend analysis [15] - [17] . ARIMA models are a class of stochastic process used to analyse time series data and stationary data. The application of ARIMA model was done by Box-Jenkins methodology [18] - [20] in the study of time series analysis. Fuzzy time series analysis is a recent technology based on fuzzy set concepts. Fuzzy time series model is based on elementary finite time series and is composed of significant representations of fuzzified data [21] , [22] . To analyse ARIMA model and fuzzy time series model, Burst Trend is used [23] . Burst trend is an event that suddenly attracts huge attention of the users.
Comparison between ARIMA time series model and fuzzy time series model for forecasting capabilities is also measured by Magnitude of Mean Relative Error (MMRE). MMRE is the error of the forecasting which indicates the gap between actual value and predicted value Lower gap indicates higher accuracy of prediction vis-à-vis higher gap indicates lower accuracy in prediction. However, better forecasting capability doesn't indicate better or more accurate inference of the trend. For comparing the accuracy between the trends produced by ARIMA and fuzzy time series model, entropy and Z Trend are used as measures [19] . The Z Trend can be calculated as the average Z-score of the predicted values. A Z-score can be expressed in terms of standard deviation from their mean. Z-score can be positive or negative. Positive or negative Z-score indicates that it is above or below the mean value by some margin of standard deviation, respectively.
Entropy is a measure of information and uncertainty of random variable or disorder [24] . In other words, entropy describes the internal disorder or the method within the system [24] - [26] . Higher entropy indicates greater lack of information in the system or in the configuration of the method or noise in data [26] , [27] . On other hand small entropy indicates, redundancies or statistical regularities of the data. This definition is Shannon-entropy.
II. METHODOLOGY
A time series can be on defined as a sequence of values of a variable taken at regular time intervals. In this paper a folksonomy based trend analysis technique is applied to find the trend of the key programming languages. Folksonomy is used to prepare the time series data of tags in CQA sites. Two techniques of trend analysis, namely, crisp (ARIMA) and fuzzy time series, are applied on time series data prepared by folksonomy. Box-Jenkins methodology [24] has been followed for ARIMA model implementation, Fuzzy Time Series analysis is carried by following the work of Song et. al. [30] . The comparison is also made for both of the trend analysis techniques.
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CQA sites posts can be considered as data source for creating a Folksonomy (F) between users, tags, and query. For a set of users U, a set of tags T and a set of questions Q, a folksonomy can be defined as a tuple F = {U,T,Q,Y}, where F is a folksonomy and Y = {U × T × Q} is a ternary elation. In this work, information of tags and folksonomy are used to identify the trend of the key programming languages. The architecture of folksonomy is outlined in the Figure 1 . The proposed model of trend analysis is based on tag based folksonomy. The proposed model has of three major steps. These steps are Pre-processing, Data Representation and Training trend analysis algorithms as shown in the Figure 2 . In pre-processing main focus is made on gathering the questions from CQA sites. Tags and data are extracted from the gathered questions which provide better time series data for trend analysis algorithms. Data representation is an important step of the proposed model. In this step, weekly tag frequencies are calculated using folksonomy. In the proposed model, ARIMA and fuzzy time series models are trained using training data. Trained model is tested using test data to predict the quality of the trained model and quality of the forecast.
A. ARIMA TIME SERIES MODEL
ARIMA model is only applicable to stationary time series data. A stationary time series exhibits a stable mean, variance and auto-correlation throughout the series [31] . The stationarily time series can be tested by drawing the autocorrelation plot that dies down rapidly or lasts for at least 
1) MODEL STRUCTURE IDENTIFICATION
This involves determination of p, q, d, P, Q and D. The order of difference is determined by the number of different operations on time series to find a stationary series. The order of auto-regression is determined from the number of significant partial auto correlation values. Order of moving average is determined from the number of significant auto correlation values with either exponentially decaying or a dampened sinusoidal curve [25] , [36] , [38] as given in the Table 1 and Table 2 . 
2) PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND CALIBRATION
This involves determination of auto-regressive parameters and moving average parameters. The auto regressive parameters can be obtained from the Yule-Walkers equation [35] , [38] . Moving average parameters can be obtained VOLUME 4, 2016 from the Equation (1)
For k=1, 2,...,q. Marquadt's algorithm, various functions in Matlab and R are available for parameter estimation [36] .
3) MODEL TESTING OR VALIDATION
There are many possible models. Nut selection of best model is important in time series analysis. The best and suitable model for the time series is determined either by Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [35] or Minimum mean Square Error (MSE) [32] . More often the MLE method is used for long term data generation whereas MSE method is advisable for short term forecasting of the time series. The MSE method is also called as the prediction approach. The prediction approach for forecasting is used in this paper. The MSE is calculated for each model. Model with minimum MSE is selected as the best model for prediction or forecasting. Residual analysis is also performed for checking the fitness of the model.
B. FUZZY TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
Fuzzy time series analysis is a recent technique of future forecasting. It is basically based on the fuzzy set theory. The drawback of conventional set theory is that in the real world, many concepts cannot be explained by their membership or non-membership within the set. So fuzzy set theory appears as solution to the problems posed by the conventional set theory.
1) CONCEPTS OF FUZZY TIME SERIES
Let U be the universe of discourse divided into 'n' intervals as U={u 1 , u 2 ,...., u n } where u i is an interval in the universe of discourse U . A fuzzy set A i of U is defined as as given in the Equation (2)
where f A i is the membership function of fuzzy set A i ,.
. . , 0, 1, 2, . . .), a subset of R, be the universe of discourse. On R, fuzzy sets f i (t) (i = 1, 2 . . .) are defined and let F(t) be a collection of F(t). Then F(t) is called a fuzzy time series on Y (t) (t = . . . , 0, 1, 2, . . .). F(t) can be termed as a linguistic variable defined by Song and Chissom [31] and f i (t) (i = 1, 2 . . .) are as possible linguistic values of F(t). As we can see that F(t) is time dependent [30] . If F (t) is caused by F(t − 1) only, then the relationship can be represented by
The above dependency can be represented by F (t) = F (t − 1) × R(t − 1, i) where R(t − 1, t) represents the fuzzy relationship between F(t) and F(t − 1) and '×' represents an operator which is either \ max-min [30] or min-max [41] or arithmetic operator [40] . If F(t − 1) is represented by A i−1 and F(t) by A i , then F(t − 1) → F(t) can be represented as
A fuzzy logical relationship group is formed by grouping all right-hand side fuzzy sets. These are preceded by the same fuzzy set in the left-hand side of the fuzzy logical relationship [40] . Suppose there are fuzzy logical relationships, such that A i → A j , A i → A k , A i → A l , . . . ., then they can be grouped into a fuzzy logical relationship group as A i → A j , A k , A l , . . ..
2) DETERMINING THE LENGTH OF THE INTERVAL
Determining the length of interval of fuzzy time series is an important task because different length of interval may produce different forecasting results. There are two approaches for determining the length of interval [43] , namely, distribution based length and average based length. In this work, the distribution based length approach is used for the effective length determination.
3) FORECASTING
The calculations of forecasting are carried by the following procedure as given by Gentleman et al. [40] . If the fuzzified value of time I is A i , there exists a fuzzy logical relationship If the fuzzified value of time I is A i , there does not exist any fuzzy logical relationship group whose current state of value is A i and the maximum membership value of A i occurring in the interval u j with a midpoint m i , then the forecasted value for time i+1 is m i ..
III. PROPOSED MODEL FOR TREND ANALYSIS OF KEY PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
Based on proposed methodology, folksonomy based trend analysis algorithm is developed for identifying the trend of key programming languages. The pseudo code of the developed algorithm (folkTrend(CQA db )) is presented in this section. The algorithm consists of five major steps. The initial step of algorithm is Extract Data, where the records of users, tags and questions are extracted from XML files and stored in local system. The second step in the algorithm is Folksonomy Generation, where extracted records of users, posts and tags are paired and combined in the form of tuple to establish the folksonomy relation. The third step is Data representation in which weekly frequency of the tags is calculated using folksonomy relations. Matrix is generated between tags and their weekly frequency M |T |×|W | . The fourth step is Train [25] . Z Trend is calculated as given in the Equation (4) .
where PPD CQA tag (ts) is predicted popularity degree of a tag in CQA site or predicted tag counts of a tag in a given timestamp and N is number of predicted tag counts.
C. ENTROPY
Entropy is a measure of information and uncertainty of random variable or disorder in the data. A sequence of symbols of 0's and 1's is needed to calculate the entropy. A transformation is needed to generate a sequence of symbols from the time series data to calculate entropy. At the time of transformation, a large amount of information may be lost, but some important information can be gained such as periodicity, symmetry and chaos [24] - [27] . But this depends only on choice of transformation. There are two transformations: static and dynamic. Static transformation is chosen when one or more thresholds exist. These thresholds can be mean, median, mode etc. In dynamic transformation, step-to-step differences are taken into consideration. '1' is assigned if positive difference occurs in time series data otherwise '0' is assigned. Shannon-Entropy, H S is calculated as given in the Equation (5) [24]- [27] .
For performing experiment, one weak time is chosen as timestamp. 
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The experiment are performed on key technologies like C#, Java, PHP and Python using folksonomy based trend analysis over StackOverflow and StackExchange data. Comparisons are also carried for the proposed work with ARIMA model and fuzzy time series model using performance parameters MMRE, Z Trend , entropy and Burst Trend. The 10% of the data is used for calculation of forecasting errors. The R software package [37] 
Folksonomy based ARIMA time series model:
The time series data of C# shows a non-stationary behaviour in both SO and SE dataset as shown in the Figure 3 . So to make the time series a stationary, first order difference is performed as shown in the Figure 4 . The differenced plot shows a stationary series with approximately zero mean and constant variance. The order of auto-regression and the moving average are determined by drawing the ACF and PACF plot of the differenced stationary series as shown in the Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively.
The ACF plot shows a decaying plot with one significant autocorrelation value at lag 2 and another significant autocorrelation value at a seasonal lag 52. PACF plot is also a decaying plot with one significant partial autocorrelation value at lag 1 and another significant partial autocorrelation value at a seasonal lag 52. Hence the ARIMA model predicted is ARIMA (1,1,1)(1,0,1) 52 . The parameters ∅ 1 , θ 1 and ϑ 1 are 0.3214, 0.5984, −0.7122 and −0.0919 respectively. The proposed model is expressed as a given in the Equation (6).
Using the proposed model, forecasting is performed for the next 20 weeks. The forecast plot is shown in the Figure 7 . The magnitude of mean relative error (MMRE) for forecasting is calculated and it comes out to be 0.052. Similarly an ARIMA model is designed for the weekly tag count series of Java, PHP and python for StackOverflow and StackExchange data sets. Forecast error is being calculated for corresponding time series models as given in the Table 3 . 
Folksonomy based Fuzzy Time Series:
The Range of weekly time series data of C# is 6 to 1452 in StackOverflow data set. So the universe of discourse is chosen in the interval of 0 to 1460. To fuzzify the universe, division of the interval is performed using the distribution based length approach [40] and the effective length is calculated as 20. Then the universe of discourse is obtained as to 73 intervals according to the interval length.73 fuzzy sets are defined these intervals. Then the fuzzy logical relationship and there groups group are obtained from the fuzzy sets.
Finally forecasting is performed by following the procedure as defined by Gentleman et al. [40] for the last 20 values. Magnitude of mean relative error is determined to be 0.0405. In this work forecasted counts are approximated to the nearest integer because counts can only be an integer. Similarly a fuzzy time series model is designed for the weekly tag count series of Java, PHP and python for StackOverflow and StackExchange data sets. Forecast error is calculated for corresponding time series models as given in the Table 4 . While calculating entropy, for higher window size (L), number of words formed (s L ) decreases and conversion takes place from word to decimal number. For instance if the length of the symbol sequence s is 20 and window size L is 3, then 18 decimal number will be generated. If window size L increase from 3 to 5, then 16 decimal numbers will be generated. Large window size triggers the wider timestamp which disperses the predicted tag counts more within time interval. Observation on values of entropy indicates that for the window size less than 4, fuzzy time series analysis produces better trend than ARIMA model. For window size greater or equal to 4 ARIMA model produces better trend. This result can also be verified by Z trend score. If the window size increases in fuzzy time series model, predicted tag VOLUME 4, 2016 counts are dispersed more in a time interval and give less entropy. The detail comparison between ARIMA model and fuzzy time series model on the basis of entropy are given in Table 7 and Table 8 . 
2) COMPARISON BETWEEN KEY TECHNOLOGIES USING ARIMA
Comparison between trends of key programming languages using ARIMA model is shown in the Figure 8 and Figure 9 . It is observed that at present software engineers like C# more in comparison to other programming languages. It is also observed that the demands of C#, Java and PHP are growing rapidly while demand for python is growing slowly and uniformly. Java has the burst trend for predicted values as shown in the Figure 8 and Table 9 ; while python is also get popularity among the users as given in the Figure 9 . Burst trend in Java indicates that in future it can be more popular than C#, PHP and Python because java having more burst trend in comparison to the others. It is also observed that C# has a higher growth rate in comparison to Java. But in future, both languages (Java, C#) will grab relatively equal interest by the software engineers. 
3) COMPARISON OF KEY TECHNOLOGIES USING FUZZY TIME SERIES MODEL
Comparison between key programming languages using the fuzzy time series model is shown in the Figure 10 and Figure 11 . It is analysed that currently C# is of major interest for software engineers. It is also observed that the demands of C#, Java and PHP are growing rapidly while demand for python is growing slowly and uniformly as given in Figure 10 and Table 10 . It is clear that java, php and python are popular and C# is losing interest by users as shown in Figure 11 Burst Trend of the key programming languages indicates that Java has more burst than PHP, python while C# doesn't have any burst. It indicates that in near future Java can be more popular than the C#, Python and PHP. It is also observed that PHP and Python will attract more users because of its burst. In future, Java and Python will be equally preferred by software engineers or industries.
VI. LIMITATIONS
Time series analysis has been applied in this work on the famous CQA websites, StackOverflow and StackExchange. This work may raise questions like 'Does StackOverflow data represent the whole population of programmers and technologies?'. It may be possible that some other technology is popular on other CQA sites like Yahoo answers, Ask.com or Wiki Answers. The time series analysis also suffers from some limitations. For applying trend analysis a continuous data is required. This work cannot be applied if some data is missing from time series data. ARIMA time series model has also some limitations: first, this model is computational expensive because it involves so much mathematical computation. Second, this model is subjective because the reliability depends upon researcher's skill and experience. Third, there is a difference between theoretical models and structural relationships. Fourth, it requires minimum 50 data values for the efficient forecasting.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The trend analysis of key programming languages of community question answering sites is a very challenging task and requires a large amount of manual work from developers. Proposed algorithm of finding the trends of key programming language is based on folksonomy, ARIMA model and fuzzy time series model. All the experiments are carried on two famous CQA site database, namely, StackOverflow and StackExchange. Results of proposed algorithm indicate that software engineers or industries can prefer Java in comparison to C#, PHP and Python because Java is growing more rapidly than the C#, PHP and python. Python is also growing rapidly because of its burst. It is concluded that python can be more popular in the industries in near future. Observation also indicates that less number of software engineers or industries VOLUME 4, 2016 may prefer C# slow and steady growth of C# in comparison to Python, PHP and Java.
The comparison between ARIMA and fuzzy time series model is carried on Magnitude of Mean Relative Error (MMRE), Z Trend , Burst trend and entropy. The experiment shows that the fuzzy time series model works better than ARIMA time series model in case of less window size of entropy. But ARIMA model works better then fuzzy time series model in case of large window size because increasing window size in fuzzy time series, disorder takes place due to higher value of Z Trend . It is also concluded that fuzzy time series has better forecasting capabilities than ARIMA model because fuzzy time series model gives less MMRE in comparison to ARIMA model in all considered key programming languages. In future experiments can also be conducted for exploring the fuzzy ARIMA model, parametric and nonparametric models on the different parameters.
